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Abstract: This paper reviews the existing literature on Japanese population geography since 2000 by major population topics, including projection, birth/death, migration, distribution, and household/marriage. Among these themes, migration studies (in particular, internal migration) still occupy a considerable proportion. The increase of GIS-based investigations is worthy of attention. Concerning the contribution of Japanese population geography as a whole, the following two things can be demonstrated. First, some Japanese population geographers have published major works in prestigious English foreign journals and have eagerly pursued international comparisons or joint studies with foreign researchers. Second, much of the research presumably deals with the manifold empirical aspects of the geographical impacts of Japan's population decline. Finally, a few problems concerning the existing literature are also mentioned.
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Introduction

Japan’s population, which peaked at 127,817,000 in December 2004 and started to decrease in January 2005, is estimated to show a nearly 30% decline over the next fifty years. Such a population trend has attracted great attention in Japan's academic, administrative, and business circles. Such population decline is not necessarily observed in many developed countries, although similar movement can be found in Southern/Central/Eastern European countries (Ishikawa 2007: 6-8). In particular, such English-speaking countries as the US and the UK, which are currently the world’s leaders in geographical research, are still experiencing population growth due to immigration. As a result, scant attention is being paid to the possible geographical impacts of population decline. For such investigations, Japan occupies a potentially promising position.

This paper reviews the existing literature including books and refereed papers on Japanese population geography published from 2000 to 2006. Several studies published in 2007 are also included. A special issue of the Geographical Review of Japan, including this paper, is published for the 2008 Tunis International Geographical Congress (IGC). Therefore, after introducing the contents of important studies, I would like to discuss the specific significance of the existing literature.

This review is restricted to works published since 2000 for two reasons. First, two review papers that concentrated on Japanese population geography or regional demography were published in the late 1990s (Ishikawa 1997; Otomo 1998). In addition, since the number of studies of Japanese population geography published after 2000 is approximately one hundred, such a rich vein of literature deserves detailed examination. Second, as mentioned above, in Japan, concerns about population decline based on long-range population projections by the National Institute of Social Security and Population Problems have been attracting great attention. In particular, the projection conducted in 2002 was influential. A salient feature of recent research in population geography is that a certain portion is written explicitly or implicitly with this trend in mind. Unfortunately, however, no review has scrutinized population decline, even though such a work could provide a new perspective for the
whole context of population geography in the world. Such interest has rarely been stated in previous review papers (Ishikawa 1997; Otomo 1998).

Throughout this paper, the term “Japanese population geography” implies the following three meanings: first, studies of Japanese population; second, population studies by Japanese geographers; and third, studies of foreign populations published in geography journals in Japan. Among them, most studies fall under both the first and second categories, because basically no studies of the Japanese population by foreign geographers are considered here. About ten studies are only grouped into the second category and specifically correspond to research of foreign populations by Japanese geographers. A few papers are only applicable to the third category; most are population investigations reflecting the countries of respective authors.

Although population geography covers many subjects, recent publications by major population themes including projection, birth/death, migration (internal, intra-urban, and international), distribution, and household/marriage are sequentially discussed for reader convenience. These themes not only reflect the main studies of traditional population geography but also the growing concern for new topics.

Before proceeding, note that since two books by Otomo (2003, 2006), which gave brief but fruitful descriptions of various topics concerning national populations in the world, cannot be grouped into one of these themes, they are cited here. Topics of the elderly and ethnic groups are also crucial constituents of population geography; unfortunately, however, they are beyond the scope of this paper due to space limitations and the existence of good review papers (Tahara et al. 2003; Chiba 2005).

**Population Projection**

The continued decline of Japan’s population has created great interest in population decline-related issues. For example, many books with the term ‘population decline’ in their main- or subtitles have been recently published (Ishikawa 2007). These publications are generally based on the long-range population projections of the National Institute of Social Security and Population Problems. This projection is now given not only for Japan as a whole but also for each prefecture and local municipality (shiku/machi/mura). Noteworthy is that a few members of the institute are geographers (M. Shimizu, S. Koike, and M. Yamauchi) who played important roles in these projections. Interestingly, projection by local municipality was conducted first in 2003 mainly by them. As a result, the net migration rate of a particular local municipality in the future is assumed by incorporating the recent rates of neighboring municipalities (Koike et al. 2004). This means a consideration of spatial effect, and thus, is expected to improve projection accuracy by mitigating the serious problem of small and unstable numbers in net migration term by municipality.

In his excellent reaction to the coming age of population decline in Japan, Esaki (2006) scrutinizes various aspects of the future population in the Tokyo metropolitan area. Even though it is the largest metropolitan area and has enjoyed a “mono-polar concentration into Tokyo” in terms of population and higher urban functions, he is not optimistic about its population geographies due to several issues including wide-ranging depopulation in its suburbs.

Additionally, another example is a publication edited by Ishikawa (2007) that includes 11 papers divided into the following three parts: ‘birth, family, retirement, and death,’ ‘migration of the Japanese population,’ and ‘migration of foreign population.’ The contributors examine the manifold aspects of population decline from geographical perspectives and present policy implications based on their findings. Although the book’s content is somewhat biased to migration research, it can be justified because migration is generally more difficult to predict than birth and death, particularly on smaller spatial units (Koike et al. 2004). This book is a systematic attempt to examine issues associated with population decline from the viewpoint of human mobility.

**Birth and Death**

Next, literature concerned with birth and death, two constituents among the three demo-
graphic events, is discussed. A major determinant of population decline in Japan is the fall of fertility below replacement level since the mid-1970s. However, the geographical literature on these topics is scarce.

Yamauchi (2006) develops a new fertility measure by amending the child-woman ratio, which is a traditional measure of fertility. Nakagawa (2003) investigates long-term fertility trends in Japan at both national and prefectural levels. Regarding the past two decades, he mentions the rapid decline of the total fertility rate (TFR) in almost all prefectures that is chiefly due to the decline of married females and the symptoms of the “second demographic transition” (van de Kaa 2002); these symptoms are now spreading from well-urbanized areas to the rest of the country.

In addition, Yamauchi et al. (2005) analyzed the spatial patterns of fertility in terms of the child-woman ratio and obtained the following findings. Fertility decline since 1980 was observed regardless of the size of the metropolitan area. The fertility rate of Tokyo is the lowest and is rapidly declining. Furthermore, in this area fertility exhibits a concentric zonal pattern characterized by lower values in the central part and higher ones in the outer part.

The fall of TFR can be decomposed into the fall of the marital rate and marital fertility; the former has been more influential than the latter (Nakagawa 2003). Since more attention has been paid to TFR than the marital rate in the existing literature, the regional imbalance of the marital rate itself deserves more attention.

In addition, Koike (2006) examines whether the statement “migration from rural to urban areas reduces fertility” holds true for Japan using data from the Fifth National Survey on Migration conducted by the National Institute of Social Security and Population Problems. The fertility of rural-to-urban migrants was lower than rural stayers and even urban stayers. He concludes that the adaptation hypothesis seems more influential, perhaps because it assumes that migrant fertility is adjusted by adapting it to various environments at destinations.

Important research on death is also available. Referring to various interesting cases found in Japan and Europe, Kagami (2004) shows what can be learned from regional differences of disease from a geographical perspective. This excellent work suggests how geographers should treat disease. Meanwhile, papers by Nakaya (2000), Nakaya and Dorling (2005), and Nakaya et al. (2005a, b), all of which were published in English journals, are mainly characterized by theoretical/quantitative approaches for mapping or modeling disease or mortality and relationships with socioeconomic characteristics. They suggest that medical geographical study in Japan shows a higher level among various sub-disciplines of Japanese geography. Additionally, Nakaya et al. (2004) demonstrates the research frontier of this topic and explains the contribution of the Geographical Information System (GIS) as an analytical tool.

Medical geography and population geography have been regarded as rather different so far; however, remembering that for most people death does not necessarily come suddenly but comes after stages including illness or special care, these two sub-disciplines should be cooperative. In the age of population decline, when mortality is stabilized at a higher level, disease/death-related topics must receive adequate notice in population geography.

Migration

Migration is a constituent of the three demographic events as well as birth and death. In particular, internal migration has been an important focus of previous studies on population geography in Japan. Fielding (2003) argued that geography is absolutely central to the study of migration (and vice versa), and throughout the study period here, geographers have greatly contributed to migration research through empirical studies of migration flows and net migration patterns (often using quantitative methods). His statements are no doubt applicable to Japan as well. Because there have been many migration-related works in recent years, existing literature is divided into three subjects: internal migration, intra-urban migration, and international migration.

Internal migration

Migrations between core and periphery

During the 1950s and 1960s, considerable net-in-
flows to the three largest metropolitan areas of Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya from the rest of the country occurred. Following Ishikawa (2001a), note that throughout this review paper, the terms ‘core’ and ‘periphery’ refer to the former and the latter, respectively. Hence, as a category of internal migration, migration between the core and the periphery is discussed before other topics are broached.

Migration turnaround (great decrease of net in-migration to the core) occurred in the 1970s; re-turnaround, or an upsurge of net in-migration to the core (particularly, the Tokyo metropolitan area), was observed in the 1980s. Although there were differences in terms of the net in-migration rate, these two turnarounds have also occurred in most advanced countries. In this sense, the Japanese experience of migration changes was not unique.

Based on such a background, migration from the periphery to the core has thus far drawn the attention of geographers (Nakagawa 2000). Investigating cases in Sweden and Canada as well as in Japan, Ishikawa (2001a) looks for the common determinants of migration turnarounds and cites the importance of factors associated with the supply and demand sides of the labor market in these countries; specifically, the former corresponds to the changing supply of young adults in response to the fluctuation of fertility since the end of World War II, and the latter is the transformation of the labor market toward tertiary sectors (especially financial and service industries) and white-collar-related occupational sectors. This study is significant because the Japanese migration turnaround experience can be understood in the wider context of the advanced world, and Ishikawa seeks the fundamental factors of the turnarounds beyond individual national experiences.

Concern with traditional periphery-to-core flows has remained active (Nakamura 2000; Yamaguchi and Esaki 2002; Inoue and Liaw 2004; Yamaguchi 2004). We introduce the contents of only two studies here. First, Inoue and Liaw (2004) address temporal changes in the sex ratio of out-migration from peripheral prefectures in Japan's post-WWII period and explain them from a life-course perspective based on traditional family views expressed by psychologist Hayao Kawai and cultural anthropologist Chie Nakane. This paper helps reconfirm the usefulness of the simple but important measure of sex ratio for migration research.

Second, Yamaguchi (2004) may not strictly be an investigation of internal migration, but it is nonetheless quite interesting. He concentrated on the collective labor migration of new school leavers from Okinawa (Ryukyu) to mainland Japan. Okinawa was occupied until 1972 by the United States Civil Administration of the Ryukyu Islands (USCAR). The author vividly describes a complicated mixture of attitudes toward such migration among three different actors (the USCAR, the Japanese Government, and the Government of the Ryukyu Islands), the migrants' longing for the mainland, and their concerns about their destinations. This excellent paper successfully illustrates the full meaning of this special migration.

In the age of population decline, which started in 2005, the populations of all prefectures are estimated to decrease until the middle of the 21st century at rates on the whole larger in municipalities located in peripheral Japan. In this context, human migration from the core (specifically, the three largest metropolitan areas) to the periphery has recently attracted wide attention. Note that the massive retirement of the baby boomers has just started, and whether a significant portion of them will leave for peripheral places after retirement remains to be seen.

The terms ‘U-turn’ and ‘J-turn’ have also been notable since the migration turnaround of the 1970s (Ishikawa 2001a). The former implies the return migration of populations who left the peripheral parts for the three metropolitan areas and returned to their hometowns, and the latter implies migration that resembles ‘U-turn’ but differs because the destination is medium-sized cities near their hometowns mainly due to the shortage of employment opportunities. Currently, another term ‘I-turn’ is also popular; it is not a kind of return migration, but rather implies direct migration chiefly from the core to peripheral places that are not the hometowns of migrants. ‘U-turn’ and ‘J-turn’ are remarkable for younger populations or retirees and ‘I-turn’ for the middle-aged or retirees. At any rate, all three of these flows toward the country's peripheral
portion are expected to increase (or not lose heavily) population in destination municipalities.

Recently published reports on this topic (Esaki et al. 2000; Yamaguchi et al. 2000; Tahara et al. 2000; Tanigawa 2004; Takeshita 2006; Esaki 2007) are based on questionnaires or in-depth interview surveys. Note that international retirement migration from Japan, a kind of ‘I-turn’, is also observed in Kubo and Ishikawa (2004).

The major findings are as follows. For ‘U-turn’ and ‘J-turn’ migration, the return rate tends to be higher for younger cohorts. Most return several years after migration from their hometowns located in the periphery to the core, often to care for elderly parents. Returning migrants often have to bear income reduction and dissatisfaction with their jobs at their destination, and so on. For ‘I-turn,’ municipalities in such prefectures as Okinawa and Kagoshima with mild climates are preferred. Other problems include the difficulty of becoming firmly rooted in the destination community, husbands may be more eager than wives, and so on.

A certain part of ‘U-turn’, ‘J-turn,’ and ‘I-turn’ corresponds to retirement migration. Until the 1990s, almost no reports of Japanese migration motivated by retirement existed. Such a lack has aroused researcher curiosity (Ishikawa 2001a: 280-281); unlike European or North American countries, why is retirement migration not observed in Japan? Therefore, recent publications about retirement migration may reflect a new movement closely linked to the arrival of a society in population decline. Additionally, Yamaguchi et al. (2000) refer to increasing retention rates at local municipalities in peripheral prefectures, and Nakazawa (2002) demonstrates that the information service sector in Kyushu provides jobs for returning migrants.

Precisely grasping the return migration is difficult. Shimizu (2006) examines the theoretical and empirical validity of using the cumulative net migration rate to analyze the metropolitan experience and subsequent return migration among non-metropolitan natives. Using this rate is popular in existing literature concerning migration between the core and the periphery. However, he pointed out that such a popular way cannot satisfactorily analyze the actual migration behavior of natives. This paper thus contributes to improving the understanding of the prominent migration flows from the periphery and subsequent return migration.

Since human flows toward peripheral municipalities as ‘U-turn,’ ‘J-turn,’ and ‘I-turn’ do contribute to avoiding reinforcement of the current “mono-polar concentration into Tokyo” and lead to balanced development of the national land, I welcome the recent addition of these migration categories toward peripheral Japan.

Other internal migrations Excluding migration between the core and the periphery, next I would like to discuss other existing literature that includes increasing interest in international comparisons that are partly based on quantitative methods, internal migration outside Japan, and the migration of skilled workers.

First, attempts to undertake international comparative studies deserve attention. Yano et al. (2000) comprehensively analyzed internal migration in Japan during the boom period of 1985–1990 on an inter-municipal basis. Migration data on such a spatial scale previously had been unavailable, but it could be obtained from the 1990 census. This paper identifies the relative importance of destination attractiveness factors (distance from origin, population size, and access to other destinations) by applying an origin-specific competing destinations model. As a result, we learned that the maps showing the parameter estimates obtained from the model are marked by remarkable differences in the strength of factors of migration behavior. Applying a similar perspective to internal migration in the UK, Yano et al. (2003) measured and commented on the differences in the behavior of migrants in Japan and Britain. In both countries the focus is on inter-regional migration. The results obtained from the application of the same model employed in Yano et al. (2000) reveal interesting differences in the factors underlying destination attractiveness of the two countries; these implications are important both for the way in which migration is modeled and for its impact on the urban systems in both countries.

Another example of an international comparative study of internal migration between Japan and the UK is Fielding and Ishikawa (2003). Based on a matrix of the correlation coefficients between the age-specific net migration rate and
They also found some interesting differences; for example, Japan seems to be a less geographically mobile society than Britain because its local age structure reflects the age structures of net migration less than in Britain.

A remarkable contribution to migration modeling is Fotheringham et al. (2001), who extended understanding of the role of the competing destinations model and captured the effects of hierarchical destination choices by proposing a simulation experiment. They made explicit the links between spatial choice behavior at different levels of a spatial hierarchy and the way in which decisions made at one level of the hierarchy can lead to biased measurements of behavior at a lower one. This is shown when conventional spatial interaction models are calibrated with interaction data that result from hierarchical destination choices.

Inoue (2000) presented stochastic modeling of the relationship between duration of stay at a current address and previous migration rate, reinforcing the existing analytical framework of migration schedules or profiles of age-specific migration rates. To analyze the results of the Fourth National Survey on Migration, Inoue (2001) proposed a few new measures of lifetime migration. Shimizu (2002) discusses two different definitions of migration and the resultant discrepancy using the results of the same data source. Moreover, Portnov et al. (2001) developed a new model with a combined representation of employment and housing variables and demonstrated its excellent performance for Japan's internal migration.

Second, concerning research outside of Japan, there is increasing interest on internal migration in foreign countries in the recent literature. For example, Isoda (2000a) carefully studied Britain's internal migration and demonstrated the role of population circulation by analyzing the spatial patterns of age-specific migration, explaining its recent changes in relation to business fluctuations. A similar perspective is found in another paper that focused on Greater London by the same author (Isoda 2000b). In addition, Ishikawa (2005) published a collection of twelve papers that cover multiple migration topics in the Asia/Pacific region. Internal migration abroad is explored by K.-L. Liaw (US/Canada), K. Tanaka (Adelaide, Australia), S. Takahashi (Thailand), S. Nakagawa (Bangkok), H. Ishihara (China) and M. Yamada (Canada). Furthermore, as the fourth publication from the International Geographical Union's Home of Geography, Ishikawa and Montanari (2003) published a collection of contributions on internal migration in several foreign countries, providing wide diversity about human mobility in the world. Liu et al. (2005) analyzed the spatio-temporal properties of the floating population in China from 1990 to 2000.

Moreover, I would like to note Soda's (2007) English book based on intensive fieldwork concerning the Iban in Sarawak. He convincingly explains out-migration from the villages, the living strategy of the inhabitants, their frequent movement between rural and urban locations, and kinship relations between those still living in rural communities and those now living in cities. Discussion from both rural and urban perspectives indicates that understanding Iban movement as migration practices is insufficient. He demonstrates the importance of recognizing such movement as an expansion of their living space, and thus it needs to be understood as rural-urban interaction of human mobility. This valuable contribution to population geography suggests a wide diversity of human mobility.

Third, among existing literature on internal migration, an interesting recent tendency is the attention on skilled migrants, whose migration has been an important topic in migration research, despite few studies. Convincing reports have been published on the skilled workers of the pharmaceutical industry in Tsukuba City, Ibaraki Prefecture (Sato 2004) and the information service industry in provincial regions including Hokkaido and Tohoku (Nakazawa and Arai 2003, 2004a,b). Additionally, Nakazawa (2001a,b) clarifies the concentration mechanism of recent engineering graduates into the Tokyo metropolitan area. Morikawa (2006) eschews analysis to investigate the flows by occupation among major cities caused by data unavailability. However, these flows are expected to contain a certain portion of skilled workers, and investigation of interurban migration from this perspective seems fruitful.
Previous studies on skilled migrants are undoubtedly limited at this stage; however, minute research focusing on various categories of the skilled as valuable human capital are essential for fully understanding the significance of their mobility in the age of population decline.

**Intra-urban migration**

Intra-urban migration, another category of internal migration, has also attracted much attention in existing literature partly in response to an increase of Japan’s urban population. There are three important focuses in this migration category: longitudinal analysis of migration, changing residential mobility, and population revival in the central parts of major cities.

**Longitudinal analysis** First, longitudinal studies of migration need to be mentioned, especially of urban inhabitants, whose data are collected through in-depth questionnaires or interview surveys (for example, see Tanaka 2000a: 170–283; 2000b, 2002; Esaki et al. 2000; Inagaki 2003; Nakazawa and Arai 2004b; Nakazawa et al. 2006). These researches share common perspectives about the insufficiency of cross-sectional analysis that is mainly based on census migration data.

Particularly, Tanaka's investigations of the migration careers of residents of Santa Barbara and Lexington (US), Cologne (Germany), Pretoria (South Africa), and Adelaide (Australia) are important in this context. She collects almost all migration data since the birth of the respondents, although the number of the respondents is not many. Her purpose is somewhat different from other research based on longitudinal migration data; specifically, she devotes more attention to the typology of observed migration careers and the elucidation of relationships between urban spatial structure under consideration and intra-urban migration fields.

Her focus on migration careers in urban settings seems to be a forerunner of subsequent, similar longitudinal studies. Using longitudinal data is especially helpful for examining return migration toward peripheral parts of the country (see above) and changes in intra-urban residential migration (see below).

**Changing residential mobility** The second important subtopic of recent intra-urban migration is the increased interest in changing residential mobility.

The following view or model had been influential in previous literature of intra-urban migration. Young, single adults from outside a particular metropolitan area find their first places of residence in inner-city areas where commutes are generally shorter. After getting married, they tend to move outward to inner city or suburbs. As children are born and raised, these households often move further outward to meet the demand of housing opportunities with more space. Such a sequence of residential choices usually terminates in the outer suburbs where detached houses are readily available.

This view implicitly assumes massive in-migration of a young adult population into a metropolitan area from outside and that all inhabitants of this area marry at “marriageable” ages. However, population inflow from non-metropolitan regions has drastically dropped since the 1970s (Ishikawa 2001a), and individuals choosing to remain single or delaying marriage have been increasing in contemporary Japan. In addition, a few unrealistic assumptions are often added to this view; after getting married women stop working and become full-time homemakers; they follow their husbands’ residential choices, a marriage lasts until “death do us part,” and so on. Of course, such a conventional model may be applied well in particular situations, as shown by Nakazawa and Kawaguchi (2001), who report the migration behavior of residents from Nagano Prefecture who have experienced residential mobility in the Tokyo metropolitan area.

However, it is unlikely that this model can be widely applied to Japan’s current situation, especially since most recently published literature is skeptical about its empirical validity. For example, good examples include the book edited by Wakabayashi et al. (2002) and the papers included in the special issue called “Residential choices and housing problems of single working women in Tokyo” of the Geographical Review of Japan (Kamiya et al. 2006; Nakazawa 2006; Wakabayashi 2006; Yui 2006). Since such a topic has seldom been considered in previous literature on intra-urban residential mobility, their main residential areas remained unknown. But according to the above recent researches, single
working women in their 30's living alone are concentrated in the western half of the Tokyo special wards, implying that they prefer places near railway/subway stations and convenient for shorter commuting.

Yui and Yano (2000) investigated fatherless households in Tokyo and found that they prefer to live in the northern or eastern parts of the special wards where public facilities supporting such households are concentrated. Other reports for Japanese cases (Ito 2001; Taguchi 2001; Arai et al. 2002; Tani 2002; Inagaki 2003; Sato and Arai 2003) as well as a Korean case (Jung 2002) provide great diversity for the actual circumstances of intra-urban residential choices and discrepancy from the traditional intra-urban residential mobility model. Besides, there is an interesting report of one-person households of married men who are called "partial migrants." Such individuals are transferred to new workplaces but their families stay at their current residence (Ishikawa 2001b). "Partial migrants" tend to congregate in the inner areas of central cities or inner suburbs where commutes are relatively convenient.

These persons or households, including single women, fatherless households, and "partial migrants", have seldom received appropriate attention in previous literature. It is no doubt important to continue to study the residential choices of such recently increasing households in contemporary Japan. Furthermore, the traditional model of intra-urban residential mobility must be replaced by a new model that incorporates the actual, updated circumstances observed in contemporary Japan.

Population recovery in the central parts of major cities The third focus in recent intra-urban migration literature is the population recovery in the central parts of major cities since the mid-1990s (Yabe 2003; Yamagami 2003a; Sakakibara et al. 2003; Shimizu 2004a, b; Miyazawa and Abe 2005; Otsuka 2005). This new movement reflects the population revival through massive construction of condominiums, falling land prices in the central parts of major cities, and the disposal sale of real estate by private companies that suffered after the bubble economy's collapse in the early 1990s.

The following major findings are concerned with population recovery. The cause of population revival in such parts is the increase of immigration rather than the decrease of out-migration, and migration distance by in-migrants is generally short. Policy incentives by local municipalities that encourage residential population increases have partly contributed to such recoveries. In-migrants typically are one-person households of unmarried females or a double-income-no-kids (DINK) household in their thirties, highly educated, and holding 'white-collar' jobs.

However, since detailed reports of this topic have been generally limited to case studies of the Tokyo area, at this stage, there is room for similar investigations of other large cities. Based on detailed research of populations in Tokyo, Esaki (2006) fears that the population revival is likely to subside in several years (mainly due to increasing mortality) even within the country's largest metropolitan area. This suggests that the population recovery has been rather temporary for the two decades since the mid-1990s; therefore, this population recovery movement cannot be overestimated. We may have to view this phenomenon as an aspect of changing residential differentiation, whose possible impacts in the age of population decline will need to be investigated as well.

International migration

Reflecting the significant increase of immigration since Japan's bubble economy of the late 1980s, a proliferation of research has addressed international migration or foreigners in recent years. Let me introduce a few examples.

Ishikawa (2005) investigated the international migration turnaround (the change from net outflow to net inflow) in Japan and concluded that it took place about 1990. A time lag of about fifteen years elapsed since TFR started to fall below replacement level in the mid-1970s. The well-known second demographic transition model advocated by van de Kaa (2002) assumes simultaneity of turnaround and fertility fall. However, Ishikawa's finding suggests that his model is not applicable to the Japanese experience; it needs to be modified by incorporating the time lag, which roughly corresponds to the period of a child's growth from birth to the end of education.
Liaw and Ishikawa (2008) analyzed destination choice in migration behavior by new immigrants who entered Japan between 1995 and 2000 and clarified the three major factors that affected their choices: labor-market conditions, co-ethnic population attraction, and international marriage opportunities. Interestingly, they note the importance of international marriage between Japanese men and foreign women as one among various reasons for immigration to Japan and demonstrate that international marriage is a strategy for entering Japan for foreign women because the Japanese government does not permit unskilled labor from abroad.

Yamamoto (2000), who also issued a report on immigration and immigrants in Sweden, is very familiar with the same topic in Germany. He concentrated on the Swedish case because only the positive aspects of immigration and issues of immigrants in Sweden have been demonstrated, at least in Japan. Based on his findings, immigrants have problems in the labor market and experience spatial segregation and xenophobia; thus, he concludes that Sweden has not been free from such negative aspects, which have also been observed in Germany. Note also the following interesting studies by Dai (2004) on migration from China to Japan and ‘Esau (2004, 2005) on migration from Tonga.

Previous migration research has usually been divided into either international or internal groups, depending on whether a particular migrant crossed a national border. Although these two categories usually constitute part of this person’s inseparable social process, they have been dealt with rather independently. In this sense, contributions by R. Skeldon, M. Yamada, K. Kanasaka, and T. Hisatake included in Ishikawa (2005) are encouraging, because they specifically refer to the inseparable relationships of these two migration categories in different contexts.

In Japan, one recent discussion topic about immigrants is whether “replacement migration” by foreign population can compensate for the shortages of native Japanese in the labor force or moderate depopulation-related problems, especially in peripheral municipalities (Ishikawa 2007). This is a big issue in the age of population decline, but since we have almost no geographical literature from this point of view at this stage, we cannot satisfactorily answer this question. However, by amplifying the findings obtained by Liaw and Ishikawa (2008), the following can be mentioned. As far as the two major factors of labor-market conditions and co-ethnic population attraction for destination choice by immigrants are concerned, they will probably not help peripheral municipalities showing depopulation. Instead they will reinforce the current structure. International marriage seems to be the only plausible factor that will contribute to such municipalities; but since marriage is highly personal, we must be cautious in attempting to demonstrate its role in mitigating depopulation in peripheral Japan.

**Distribution and Its Changes**

The spatial pattern of population distribution is a result of the combination of three demographic events (birth, death, and migration). However, when investigation by event is difficult, examination about population distribution as a whole or its changes must be undertaken.

A notable contribution in this category is an historical demographical study by Suzuki (2004). By analyzing data obtained from surveys of households and population, he elucidated the actual urbanization circumstances of the Meiji and Taisho Eras when accurate population data was not available from population censuses. Based on the painstaking job of solving the annoying problem associated with temporal stays, he presented a possible solution and applied it to Aichi, Gifu, and Mie prefectures as case areas. His method is expected to contribute to a comprehensive elucidation of Japan’s demographic transition process.

Post-war Japan witnessed a remarkable change in population distribution. However, the specific contents of that change are quite complicated. The contributions to this research topic by Yamagami (2001, 2003a,b, 2006) are notable. Using metropolitan areas rigidly defined for all Japan as of 1965, 1975, 1985, and 1995 and the expansion method as an analytical framework, his research pursued a careful and minute interurban comparison of population redistribution in Japan and obtained some interesting findings. For example, the counter-urbanization observed
in the 1970s in some Western countries never occurred in Japan; the directional bias of population density distribution in the three largest metropolitan areas has been reduced; and population recovery in the central part of major cities will conspicuously occur in Tokyo, Osaka, and Fukuoka. Since Yamagami does not fully explore the possible causes of such redistribution in socio-economic terms, it needs to be tackled in the future.

Moreover, the exploration into population distribution and its changes, which has shown considerable progress in recent years due to the supply of digital population data and the development of the GIS, deserves attention. As demonstrated in a comprehensive description concerning geodemographics by Otomo (2002), a population distribution study is very compatible with GIS-related work. Let me cite only a few examples.

The first example is an interesting attempt to estimate population distribution from topographical maps for the period before the first national census in 1920 (Koike and Arai 2001; Koike 2003). The second example is an ambitious study by Masuyama and Okabe (2003), who proposed a robust methodology to analyze intra-urban population distribution based on structural features derived from population density by district. The third example is a gender atlas edited by Takeda and Kinoshita (2007). This publication consists of four parts (marriage, work, child-raising/education, and life/welfare) and presents a series of nationwide maps on a local municipality basis or metropolitan maps on a neighborhood basis chiefly of female populations. Some of the topics included in this atlas have been discussed in existing literature, but others have seldom been examined so far, suggesting new geographical subjects. This production is considered a fruitful result based on previous studies and a point of departure for future investigations both in population geography and gender research.

### Households and Marriage

The fall of TFR below replacement level since the mid-1970s is the principal cause of Japan's population decline, and this fertility trend is closely linked with increasing interest in households and marriage. Regarding the specific relationship between households and marriage, currently diversifying households reflect the results of such choices as marriage (and possible divorce) or remaining single in contemporary Japan. This demonstrates that marriage plays an important role in population geographies, as suggested by Nakagawa (2000, 2001). Additionally, a few papers exhibit a great interest in gender differences in migration or life course (Tani 2002; Nakagawa 2004; Nakazawa and Kamiya 2005; Nakazawa et al. 2006).

Generally, the spatial pattern itself of household/marriage-related measures in Japan can be easily 'visualized' by GIS. As a result, we have learned the following. For example, the nuclear family predominates in the three largest metropolitan areas and western Japan and the stem family in such peripheral regions as Tohoku, Hokuriku, and San'in. The unmarried rate of female populations is high in the central parts of the major metropolitan areas, and that of male populations is notable in the country's rural/peripheral parts (see Takeda and Kinoshita 2007: 10–13, 20–23). Unmarried women of the former have attracted great attention particularly in Tokyo (Wakabayashi et al. 2002; Nakazawa 2006; Kamiya et al. 2006; Wakabayashi 2006; Yui 2006). Regarding the latter, male populations who will succeed to take over farm households have often suffered a marriage squeeze due to an imbalance of sex ratio; a certain portion of them have been urged to accept marriage with foreign women (Ochiai et al. 2007).

Besides, Yui (2007) elucidates the regional disparity of household diversification in Japan on a prefectural/municipality basis using GIS-based maps and devotes particular attention to the spatial patterns of one-person households, marital status (particularly, ‘unmarried,’ and ‘divorced’ categories), and TFR. Recent discussion associated with low fertility or policy measures to deal with it has been rather insensitive to this topic's spatial aspects, and thus careful research from a geographical perspective is essential for fully examining various issues in the age of population decline.

Multiple attitudes toward marriage and resultant household diversification have focused great attention on intra-urban residential mobility as
well. Since the topic of household/marriage to a certain extent overlaps intra-urban migration, further discussion is avoided.

An interesting result included in the topic of household and marriage is Kobayashi et al. (2006), who carefully investigated population geography in terms of cohabitation, nuptiality, divorce, and abortion in Japan and Slovakia. Since Japan and most Southern, Central and Eastern European countries including Slovakia share similar levels of fertility and mortality, international comparisons with such countries are very useful for understanding the Japanese experience within a global context. Further comparative study must be pursued.

Concluding Remarks

This paper reviewed the recent literature of Japanese population geography published since 2000 and cited the significances and remaining problems by the following major population themes: projection, birth/death, migration, distribution, and household/marriage. Compared with the two previous reviews (Ishikawa 1997; Otomo 1998), we confirmed that migration studies (especially, internal migration) still occupy a high proportion. An increase of GIS-based investigations is worthy of attention, but this is also observed in foreign countries.

The following two things have been demonstrated about the contribution of Japanese population geography as a whole. First, even though part of the recent literature on population geography referred to here was written by urban or social geographers, Japanese population geographers have published major works in prestigious English journals and have eagerly pursued international comparisons or joint studies with foreign researchers. This merit, which especially applies to investigations of mortality and internal migration, must be sustained. Second, whereas laborious investigations of traditional subjects (for example, population distribution) continue, a portion of the recent literature has tackled newly emerging phenomena, including human migration toward peripheral parts, the changing intra-urban residential mobility associated with household diversification, and the population revival of the central parts of major cities. Even though individual studies may appear different, when seen together, this research deals with the manifold empirical aspects of the geographical impacts of Japan's population decline, and in this sense, as a whole they convincingly exhibit a research orientation toward population decline. Furthermore, very recent investigations by Esaki (2006) and Ishikawa (2007) have obviously examined the actual situation and possible issues associated with Japan's population decline. Bearing these in mind, Japanese population geographers will be able to make greater contributions to population geography in the world by devoting greater attention to the possible issues of this topic.

However, problems concerning the existing literature also need to be noted. First, partly reflecting the spatial concentration of population researchers in Japan, studies of current population geographies have tended to focus on the Tokyo metropolitan area. Researches on other areas are required. Second, recent literature has tackled specific aspects of the newly emerging phenomena associated with population decline. But, at this stage an explanatory framework that integrates such aspects is obviously insufficient; we need to construct such frameworks. Third, recent research has generally concentrated on empirical investigations; but, except, for example, Liaw and Ishikawa (2008), they have somewhat passively referred to policy implications. We population geographers must assertively explain and proclaim the policy relevance of our research findings in the age of population decline.

Finally, I would like to emphasize one more thing. Publishing major results in English enables dissemination to other countries, some of which have entered or are approaching total population decline. The population-related experiences observed in Japan can be very helpful for such countries.
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